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Abstract
If reheating of the Universe takes place via Planck-suppressed decay, it seems that the
thermalization of produced particles might be delayed, since they have large energy/small
number densities and number violating large angle scatterings which decrease the momen-
tum of particles by large amount are inefficient correspondingly. In this paper, we study
the thermalization of such “under occupied” decay products in detail, following recent de-
velopments in understanding the thermalization of non-abelian plasma. Contrary to the
above naive expectation, it is shown that in most cases thermalization after/during reheat-
ing occurs instantaneously by properly taking account of scatterings with small angles and
of particles with small momenta. In particular, the condition for instantaneous thermaliza-
tion before the completion of reheating is found to be α8/5  (mφ/Mpl)(M2plΓφ/m3φ)1/5,
which is much milder than that obtained in previous works with small angle scatterings
taken into account.
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1 Introduction
Thermodynamics plays a central role in the standard cosmology. The early Universe is much
denser than the present one and hence is filled with fluid of plasma, whose dynamics is de-
scribed by thermodynamics and simply characterized by a temperature. This picture is strongly
supported by the observation of the cosmic microwave background [1, 2] and the success of
the big-bang nucleosynthesis (BBN) [3].
Tracing back the history of the Universe to the past, we encounter an era in which the
energy density of the Universe is dominated by a potential energy of a scalar field, such as an
inflaton [4], a curvaton [5], and a moduli field [6], and hence the Universe is expected to be
far from thermal equilibrium. The scalar field should eventually decay and yield its energy to
radiation. This process is refered to as “reheating”.
Here, a fundamental question arises. Does radiation thermalize soon after reheating?♣1
This consideration is necessary in order to determine whether or not radiation is simply char-
acterized by the temperature and hence is practically important for particle cosmology.♣2 For
example, the thermal leptogenesis [7] requires a temperature larger than 109 GeV [8], the
gravitino abundance depends on the temperature of the Universe [9], and the efficiency of
the Affleck-Dine mechanism [10] might depend on the property of thermal plasma [11,12].
Thermalization of radiation after reheating has been investigated in the literature. It is
sometimes argued that thermalization is reached well after reheating in certain cases when
the decay of the scalar field is small,♣3 for example if it is induced by Planck-suppressed
interactions. In this case, the produced plasma is energetic but has a small number density
♣1 Throughout this paper, “thermalization” means that the momentum distribution of particles are given by
chemical equilibrium ones.
♣2 Otherwise, the property of radiation strongly depends on its initial conditions.
♣3 A small decay width is expected in order to suppress quantum corrections to the inflaton potential [17].
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compared with thermal one, and hence inelastic number violating processes play crucial roles.
In the literature [13–16], thermalization is assumed to occur by accumulations of large angle
scatterings, or, hard processes. Then, their interaction rates are suppressed by the large energy
scale, which is around the mass of the scalar field (e.g., inflaton), and as a result it is concluded
that thermalization might be delayed.
However, there is another limit: number violating scatterings with small angles. Then,
their interaction rates are enhanced though energy loss per one event is suppressed. In
Refs. [17,18], it is suggested that the enhanced small angle scatterings play important roles in
thermalization. It is concluded that thermalization is completed instantaneously after reheat-
ing as long as the mass of the scalar field is smaller than 1013 GeV [18].
At the same time, in the context of the quark gluon plasma (QGP), more thorough study is
performed with hot QCD theories while paying attentions to effects of small angle scatterings
and to the evolution of particles with small momenta, or, soft processes [19, 20]. Impor-
tantly, it is pointed out that thermalization is dominated by soft processes in the case of sparse
number density, and thermalization proceeds from a soft sector, that is, so-called “bottom-up
thermalization” takes place [19].
In this paper, we follow and generalize the discussion in Ref. [20], and estimate thermal-
ization time scales by gauge interactions. We consider a thermalization process after/during
reheating while paying attention to the red-shift of momenta and the dilution of the number
density by a cosmic expansion, and provide with conditions under which radiation thermalizes
soon after they are emitted from the scalar field. We show that thermalization after/during
reheating occurs instantaneously in most cases within the cosmic time scale by properly tak-
ing small angle scatterings and the evolution of the soft sector into account. In particular, it
is found that the condition for instantaneous thermalization, α8/5 (mφ/Mpl)(M2plΓφ/m3φ)1/5,
is much milder than that obtained in Ref. [18], since the growth of the soft sector promotes
the energy dissipation of decay products with large momenta. As a result, it is found that
thermalization is completed instantaneously even if the mass of the scalar field is as large as
1015 GeV, which is the case with inflation models discussed in Refs. [21–23].
This paper is organized as follow. In Sec. 2, we briefly review how reheating proceeds. In
Sec. 3, a thermalization process solely by large angle scatterings is considered. In Sec. 4, we
discuss how thermalization proceeds and estimate thermalization time scales by taking soft
processes into account, following Ref. [20]. Then, thermalization after/during reheating is
studied in Sec. 5. The last section is devoted to conclusion and discussions.
2 Brief review of the reheating process
In this section, we review a reheating process in which an oscillating scalar field φ(t) loses
its energy through a friction by the expansion of the Universe (the Hubble friction) and de-
cays into lighter particles. Throughout this paper, we concentrate on the case in which the
scalar field dominates the energy density of the Universe and the decay is well described by a
perturbative decay.♣4
♣4 If the oscillation time scale of the scalar field is much slower than the typical interaction time scale of back-
ground plasma, the interactions of the decay products of the scalar field with the radiation affect the dissipation
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In the expanding Universe, the energy density of the oscillating scalar field ρφ and that of
the decay products ρr follow the equations of motion,
d
dt
ρφ +

3H +Γφ

ρφ = 0, (2.1)
d
dt
ρr + 4Hρr −Γφρφ = 0, (2.2)
3H2M2pl = ρφ +ρr , (2.3)
where H and Γφ are the Hubble parameter of the Universe and the decay rate of the scalar
field, respectively. Here, we have assumed that the self interaction of the scalar field is negli-
gible, which is a good approximation in the last stage of the oscillation. We have also assumed
that the decay products are relativistic particles.
At the early stage of the oscillation, the energy density of the Universe is dominated by the
scalar field and hence the Hubble parameter is given by H =
p
ρφ/
p
3Mpl

. Also, the decay
width is negligible in comparison with the Hubble parameter. Within this approximation, the
solution of Eq. (2.1-2.3) is given by
ρφ ' 43
M2pl
t2
, ρr ' 45ΓφM
2
pl
1
t
∼ ρφΓφ t, H = 23t . (2.4)
The energy density of the radiation is dominated by particles with momentum p ∼ mφ,
and hence the distribution function at that momentum is given by
f (p ∼ mφ)∼ ρrm4φ ∼
ΓφM2pl
m4φ t
, (2.5)
for each time. Note that the scalar field produces particles with p ∼ mφ and particles with
lower momenta are provided by the red-shift. Since the momentum is red-shifted in proportion
to t−2/3 during a matter dominated era, the distribution function is given by [15]
f (p)∼

 
ΓφM2pl
m3φ
!
mφ t
−1mφ
p
3/2
for (t/t i)−2/3mφ ® p ® mφ
0 for otherwise
, (2.6)
if the produced particles do not interact at all. Here, t i is the time at which the oscillation of
the scalar field begins to dominate the energy density of the Universe.♣5
The energy densities of the scalar field and of the radiation become comparable at t−1 ∼
H ∼ Γφ. After this point, the Universe is radiation-dominant. This point is referred to as “the
end of reheating”, and the “reheating temperature” Trh is often defined by
3Γ2φM
2
pl ≡
pi2
30
g∗T 4rh, (2.7)
process [24–27], and the discussion on the thermalization process strongly depends on the detail of the theory.
♣5 Below the infrared edge, there is a contribution from the decay of the scalar field before its oscillation
dominates the energy density of the Universe in general. However, the shape of the contribution is always
shallower than p−3/2. Further, as we will see later, the time scale of thermalization is governed by the distribution
of the hardest particles. Therefore, we neglect such infrared contributions in the following.
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where g∗ is the effective degree of freedom of would-be thermalized particles. If the decay
products of the scalar field interact with each others sufficiently fast, they thermalize soon
after the end of reheating. Trh coincides with the temperature of the Universe at that point. In
the following sections, we discuss how thermalization proceeds by interactions among decay
products.
3 First look at thermalization processes: effects of large an-
gle scatterings
In this section, we consider a thermalization process solely by large angle scatterings, as is
assumed in Refs. [13–16]. Here, “large angle” means that the scatterings involve large mo-
mentum exchanges so that particles lose their energy efficiently. We will see that large angle
scatterings cannot bring about instantaneous thermalization after reheating, if the decay rate
of the scalar field is small, such as the one induced by Planck-suppressed interactions. The
result shows the necessity of consideration of thermalization processes with cares.
In order to investigate whether thermalization occurs soon after the end of reheating, let
us first estimate the number density of the decay products. Just after the end of reheating, the
number density of the decay products, ni, is as large as
ni ' ρφmφ

t∼Γ−1
φ
' Γ
2
φM
2
pl
mφ
, (3.1)
where we have used the result obtained in the previous section. As we have mentioned in the
previous section, the momentum of decay products, pi, is as large as the mass of the scalar
field, pi ' mφ.
Let us compare this number density with a thermal one. If thermalization occurs instanta-
neously, number densities of particles, nth, are as large as
nth ' T 3rh ' Γ3/2φ M3/2pl . (3.2)
Its ratio to ni is given by
nth
ni
' mφp
ΓφMpl
. (3.3)
For example, let us consider two extreme cases, in which the decay occurs due to an order one
Yukawa coupling and a dimension 5 Planck-suppressed interaction. Decay rates are as large
as
Γφ '
¨
mφ (Yukawa)
m3φ/M
2
pl (dimension 5 Planck-suppressed)
. (3.4)
Accordingly, the ratio of the number densities is given by
nth/ni '
¨ p
mφ/Mpl 1 (Yukawa)p
Mpl/mφ  1 (dimension 5 Planck-suppressed) . (3.5)
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Therefore, if the decay occurs via the order one Yukawa coupling, the number density is larger
than the thermalized one, in other words, the Universe is over occupied. On the other hand,
if the decay occurs via the Planck-suppressed interaction, the number density is smaller than
the thermalized one, in other words, the Universe is under occupied.
For the over occupied case, Trh is larger than mφ. In such a case, it is known that thermal
effects play important role in the reheating process [28, 29], and the resulting tempetarure
of the Universe depends on the detail of the theory.♣6 Throughout this paper, we assume the
under occupied case, in which the decay of the scalar field is described by the field theory in
the zero temperature.
As we have declared at the beginning of this section, let us consider large angle scatter-
ings. In order to achieve thermalization, scatterings which increase the number density of the
particles are necessary. The most efficient ones would be two body to three body scatterings.
Cross sections of such scatterings, σi, are as large as
σi ' k 1p2i ' k
1
m2φ
,
k ' g
6
128pi3
, (3.6)
where g is a gauge or Yukawa coupling constant. For example, QCD interactions yield k '
10−3. Therefore, just after the end of reheating, an average interaction rate is given by
Γint ' 〈σnv〉 ' σini ' k
Γ2φM
2
pl
m3φ
. (3.7)
A ratio between the interaction rate and the Hubble parameter just after the end of reheat-
ing is given by
〈σnv〉
H
' kΓφM
2
pl
m3φ
. (3.8)
This ratio is larger than one if
Γφ >
1
k
m3φ
M2pl
¦
1
k
× (Decay width by Planck-suppressed interactions). (3.9)
In this case, thermalization occurs just after the end of reheating solely by large angle scatter-
ings.
Therefore, if the decay of the scalar field occurs via interactions stronger than Planck-
suppressed ones, the decay products of the scalar field thermalize soon after the end of re-
heating. This is due to large number density of the decay products. On the other hand, if the
decay takes place via Planck-suppressed interactions, thermalization does not occur soon after
the end of reheating, as long as large angle scatterings are concerned.
♣6 For some cases, the inflaton condensation is completely broken into particles and participates in the thermal
plasma.
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What will happen if thermalization is controlled solely by large angle scatterings, when
the decay is via Planck-suppressed interactions? As Universe expends, momenta of the decay
products, number density, and the Hubble parameter decrease in proportional to a−1, a−3,
and a−2, where a is the scale parameter of the Universe. Hence, the relation between the
interaction rates and the Hubble rate increases in proportional to a1. Therefore, thermalization
occurs when the Universe becomes k−1 times larger after the end of the reheating process. The
thermalized temperature Tth is as large as
Tth ' kTrh, (3.10)
which is smaller than Trh even if the QCD interaction is involved. If the scalar field does not
decay into particles with the QCD interaction, Tth would be far smaller than Trh.
4 Closer look at thermalization processes
In the previous section, the simple analysis has revealed that large angle scatterings alone
cannot thermalize the particles produced by the decay of the scalar field instantaneously for
Planck-suppressed decay. However, in this section, we will see that actual thermalization
occurs much faster with a closer look at thermalization processes, following the discussion
in Ref. [20]. See also Ref. [30]. This is because soft particles radiated from decay products
with large momenta play important roles in thermalization, which is neglected in the previous
section. Consequently, as we will see in Sec. 5, thermalization after reheating occurs rather
instantaneously even for Planck-suppressed decay.
First, let us recall the discussion in Sec. 2. We have shown that at each point during and
after reheating, although the energy and number densities of decay products are dominated
by particles with momenta p ∼ mφ, their distribution becomes complicated due to the red-
shift of previously produced particles: Eq. (2.6). As a first step, it is instructive to neglect the
expansion of the Universe and consider the case in which the distribution function is given by
a mono-spectrum one:
f (p)'
(
nh/m
3
φ for p ∼ mφ
0 for others
, (4.1)
where nh is the number density of the decay products with large momenta, which we call the
“hard primaries”. Effects of previously produced particles are separately discussed in Sec. 5.2.
There, we find that the effects of the previously produced particles are negligible in estimating
the thermalization time scale and hence the mono-spectrum approximation is an appropriate
description.
Throughout this paper, we assume that the decay products interact with each other by
gauge interactions. Following Ref. [20], the distribution is expressed by the fine structure
constant of a gauge interaction α≡ g2/ (4pi) as
α−c ≡ nh/p3i , (4.2)
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where pi = mφ.♣7 Cases with c > 0 are referred to as over occupied systems and those with
c < 0 are referred to as under occupied systems, and processes of thermalization are found to
be different for each cases [20].
As we have mentioned in the previous section, we are particularly interested in the case
with
α−c =
Γ2φM
2
pl
m4φ
, (4.3)
which typically implies c < 0 for the Planck-suppressed decay.♣8 Hence, let us concentrate on
the under occupied case defined as c < 0 in the following.
4.1 Basic ingredients
Before reviewing thermalization in the under occupied case, let us briefly summarize basic
ingredients for the thermalization process [20, 30]. Here, we consider thermalization by a
gauge interaction, which is effective due to t-channel enhancement as we will see later. In
the medium, the dispersion relation of particle-like excitation, so-called quasi-particle, can be
approximated with
ω(p)'pp2+m2s ; m2s ∼ α∫
p
f (p)
p
, (4.4)
where
∫
p
≡ ∫ d3p/(2pi)3 , ms is the screening mass, and f (p) is the distribution function of
the “screener”, which interacts with the quasi-particle.
The non-equilibrium dynamics of plasma can be studied by the Boltzmann equations of
quasi-particles with collision terms of spatially localized interactions which can be obtained
from S-matrices, if the system respects the following two conditions: (i). the typical size of
quasi-particles is smaller than the mean free path, (ii). the typical duration of interaction is
shorter than the mean free time. Note that when the Landau Pomeranchuk Migdal (LPM)
effect [31–34] becomes efficient, the condition (ii) does not hold and hence we need special
cares as we will see later. If both (i) and (ii) are met, the distribution function f (t, p) obeys
the Boltzmann equation: 
∂t −Hp · ∂∂ p

f (t, p) =−C [ f ], (4.5)
where H is the Hubble parameter and C represents a collision term via spatially local inter-
actions. Here we gave restricted ourselves to an isotropic system which we are interested
in. The collision term C imprints basic elementary processes: number conserving two-to-two
scattering and number violating nearly collinear in-medium splitting.
♣7The following discussion is a general one and the assumption that pi = mφ is not necessary.♣8 For instance, α−c ∼ 10−10(mφ/1013 GeV)2 for the dimension 5 Planck-suppressed decay.
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hard primary
scatterer
p
p′
q⊥
pf ∼ p
p′f ∼ p′
Figure 1: Two-to-two scattering.
The former process (Figure. 1) diffuses the momentum of particles and the average of
squared momentum transfer is described by a random walk: 
∆p
2 ∼ qˆel t, (4.6)
with qˆel being a diffusion constant that is estimated as
qˆel ∼
∫
d2q⊥
dΓel
dq2⊥
q2⊥ ∼ α2
∫
p′
f (p′)

1± f (p′) , (4.7)
where f (p′) is the distribution function of “scatterers”, which scatter the hard primaries off.
The sign +/− corresponds to the case in which the scatterers are bosonic/fermionic. Here Γel
is an elastic scattering rate with a momentum exchange q⊥ < p, where q⊥ is a momentum
transfer.
For example, the scattering by the t-channel exchange of the gauge boson yields
dΓel
dq2⊥
∼ α
2
q2⊥

q2⊥+m2s
 ∫
p′
f (p′)

1± f (p′) . (4.8)
Due to enhancement for small q⊥, this scattering, if it exists, plays important roles.♣9 In fact,
the t-channel enhanced soft elastic scatterings occur so frequently that the cosmic expansion
can be neglected: H  Γ(soft)el ∼ qˆel/m2s . Therefore, we neglect the cosmic expansion at first
and compare the time scale of bottleneck process with that of cosmic expansion finally.
On the other hand, since the soft elastic scattering with q⊥ ∼ ms makes the quasi-particle
slightly off-shell in the medium (in-medium width), the latter process change the number by
radiating a nearly collinear gauge boson (Figure 2). As mentioned earlier, if each soft elastic
scatterings occur more frequently than the duration of the splitting process, the condition (ii)
is violated and one has to take the quantum mechanical interference of each scatterings into
account, that is, we have to care about the LPM effect [31–34].
Let us estimate the time scale of quantum interference. Suppose that the parent particle
travels through a spatial distance x = t xˆ with a time interval t [x = (t, x )] under soft elastic
scatterings. The interference of bremsstrahlung produced by the first and last scatterings, at
0 and x , remains until the phase factor varies significantly, 1 ¦ k · x ∼ tkθ 2, with k being the
momentum of the daughter particle and θ being the emission angle of the daughter particle.
♣9 This enhancement is absent for the t-channel exchange of a scalar particle by a Yukawa interaction.
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pp′
q⊥
p′f ∼ p′
pf (pf⊥ ∼ p⊥)
k (k⊥ ≪ p)
hard primary
scatter
Figure 2: One example of collinear in-medium splittings without the LPM effect.
When the daughter particle is a non-abelian gauge field, it is also charged and is subjected
to the soft elastic scatterings. The coherence is lost if the daughter particle changes its direction
substantially due to these random soft collisions, 1/
p
kt ∼ θ(∼ k⊥/k). Recalling that the
perpendicular momentum diffuses via elastic scatterings as k2⊥ ∼ qˆel t, one finds the quantum
mechanical formation time scale as♣10
tNAform ∼max
h
1/Γ(soft)el ,
p
k/qˆel
i
(4.9)
where Γ(soft)el is the rate of one soft elastic scattering q⊥ ∼ ms, which is given by Γ(soft)el ∼ qˆel/m2s .
Then, the rate of the collinear splitting in the medium is roughly estimated as
ΓNAsplit(k)∼ αtNA−1form (k) (4.10)
with k being the momentum of the daughter particle. Note that the LPM effect becomes
efficient when the momentum k exceeds a typical value:
kNALPM ≡ m4s /qˆel. (4.11)
When the daughter particle is an abelian gauge field, however, it is not charged under its
own gauge group. Therefore, the coherence remains unless the parent particle changes its
direction substantially, θ ∼ p⊥/p ∼ 1/pkt with p being the momentum of the parent particle.
Contrary to the non-abelian case, the formation time scale depends on the momentum of the
parent particle as
tU(1)form ∼max
h
1/Γ(soft)el ,
p
p2/(kqˆel)
i
. (4.12)
Note that the LPM effect dominates the collinear splitting when the momentum k becomes
smaller than a typical value:
kU(1)LPM ≡ qˆelQ2/m4s . (4.13)
♣10 Note that at least one soft elastic scattering is required for the collinear splitting to occur.
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Figure 3: Examples of creation of soft population by collinear splittings for the non-Abelian
case without the LPM effect.
4.2 Thermalization with non-abelian charged primaries
We are now in a position to discuss how thermalization proceeds. In the following, we consider
the case in which the majority of primary particles produced from the decay of the scalar field
is charged under some non-abelian gauge group or non-abelian gauge bosons themselves.
We consider that this case is practically most important.♣11 The thermalization of QCD is
discussed in Ref. [20] and we closely follow the discussion there. As we will see, soft particles
produced by collinear splittings via small angle scatterings play crucial roles in thermalization
after/during reheating.
First of all, soft bosons are radiated from the primary hard particles with the momentum
pi ∼ mφ via collinear splittings in association with t-channel enhanced soft elastic scatterings,
whose rate is given in Eq. (4.8), and a new population around small momentum is created
(Figure 3). The phase space distribution of these soft particles is estimated as
fs(t, p)∼ ΓNAsplit(p)nhp−3 t ∼
(
αΓ(soft)el nhp
−3 t for p < kNALPM
α
p
qˆelnhp
−7/2 t for kNALPM < p
. (4.14)
For later convenience, let us summarize quantities determined by the number density of the
hard primaries:
m2s ∼ α1−cp2i , qˆel ∼ α2−cp3i , kNALPM ∼ α−cpi

< mφ

. (4.15)
Note that the spectrum is quite sharp compared with a thermal-like distribution, that is
proportional to p−1 and hence the “soft sector” is effectively over occupied. They interact
among themselves and with hard particles, and fall into a thermal-like distribution below a
scale pmax:
fs ∼ T∗/p; for p < pmax. (4.16)
♣11 For example, as long as the decay of the scalar field respects the grand unified theory, the majority of
the decay products always has non-abelian gauge interactions. The case with an abelian gauge interaction is
discussed elsewhere [35]. There, we find that thermalization proceeds slower than the case of the non-abelian
gauge interaction. This is because the gauge boson, which plays an important role in the thermalization process
as we will see, is not charged under its own gauge group in abelian gauge theories.
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The typical scale pmax evolves towards a UV regime via interactions not only among soft
particles but with the remaining hard particles. Let us estimate the typical time scale of pmax
evolution. In the following, let us consider the case with ms < kLPM, that is c >−1. For c <−1,
the screening mass is larger than kLPM from the beginning and the production of soft particles
is always LPM suppressed. In this case, one can skip the following discussion until Eq. (4.24).
The important processes that drive pmax towards UV are elastic scatterings with hard particles
and saturation between the production and absorption of soft particles. The former process
leads to the following growth rate of pmax:
p(h scat)max ∼
Æ
qˆ(hard)el t ∼ α1−c/2pi
p
pi t. (4.17)
The latter process is characterized by the balance of production and absorption rate for the
soft population:
0=
∫
p
Γsplit

f (p)
 
1+ f (p− k) 1+ fs(k)− f (p− k) fs(k) 1+ f (p) (4.18)
∼
∫
p
Γsplit

k f ′(p) fs(k) + f (p)

, (4.19)
which implies
fs(k)∼
∫
p
f (p)∫
p
−k f ′(p) ∼
pi
k
. (4.20)
Hence, if the distribution of soft modes exceeds fs(k) ∼ pi/k, then the production of soft
particles is cancelled by the absorption. By equating this condition with Eq. (4.14), one finds
the typical scale below which the distribution turns into the thermal-like one:
p(sat)max ∼ α1−c/2pi
p
pi t, (4.21)
that is equal to Eq. (4.17). Note that the effective temperature for the soft sector is given by
T∗ ∼ pi, (4.22)
that remains constant at this regime. Also note that still, the screening mass, the energy and
number densities are dominated by the remaining hard particles.
As the the scale pmax evolves, the screening mass becomes dominated by the soft particles
and also the LPM scale kNALPM becomes comparable to pmax. This time scale is estimated as 
pi t

LPM ∼ α−2−c. (4.23)
After that, the production rate of soft particles given in Eq. (4.10) is dominated by the LPM
suppressed one, and hence the effective temperature no longer remains constant:♣12
T∗ ∼ pmax

α
p
qˆel/pmax

nht/p
3
max ∼ α−c/4−1/2pi
 
pi t
−1/4 . (4.24)
♣12 Here, we have assumed that qˆel is determined by the hard primaries. From Eq. (4.23), it can be shown that
the contribution of the soft sector to qˆel is as large as that of the hard primaries.
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The soft sector “thermalizes” when the effective temperature T∗ becomes comparable to pmax,
which occurs at  
pi t

soft th ∼ α−2+c/3. (4.25)
Around that time, not only the screening mass but the number density are dominated by
soft particles: ns ∼ T 3∗ ¦ nh ∼ α−cp3i . However, the energy density is still dominated by the
remaining hard particles.
Finally, the remaining hard particles dissipate their energy to the soft “thermal” sector via
multiple splitting of daughter particles. One can determine the maximum scale ksplit below
which a particle can deposit an order one fraction of its energy into the background soft “ther-
mal” sector from a criteria ΓNALPM(ksplit)t ∼ 1. The remaining hard particles lose their energy
dominantly via the splitting of “hardest” daughter particle with momentum ksplit. Through
this process, the “thermal” sector is heated, and the energy conservation implies T 4∗ ∼ ksplitnh.
These equations suggest
T∗ ∼ α4−cpi(pi t)2, (4.26)
ksplit ∼ α−3c+16pi  pi t8 . (4.27)
Note that time scales of processes which establish the chemical equilibrium for the soft
sector is as large as
(α2T∗)−1 ∼ α−6+cp−1i (pi t)−2, (4.28)
and shorter than the time scale t as long as t > tsoft th. Therefore, soon after hard particles
emit daughter particles with momenta ksplit and the daughter particles deposit their energy
into the soft sector, particles in the soft sector follow the chemical equilibrium. The remaining
hard particles completely lose their energy when this scale becomes comparable to pi. As a
result, thermalization is completed at 
pi t

split ∼ α−2+3c/8, (4.29)
and the thermal bath with the temperature Trh is created.
Since c < 0, the relevant time scales satisfy the following inequality: 
pi t

LPM <
 
pi t

soft th <
 
pi t

split . (4.30)
Thus, the bottleneck process is one in which the remaining hard particles lose their energy
into the background plasma, ♣13 and hence the timescale of thermalization tth is given by [20]
tth ∼ 1piα
−2+3c/8. (4.32)
♣13 The time scale of this final process is parametrically the same as the dissipation time scale for the hard
particle with momentum pi > Trh to travel through the thermal plasma with the temperature Trh:
tdiss ∼

α2Trh
−1p
pi/Trh ∼ tsplit. (4.31)
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Figure 4: Example of creation of soft population by collinear splittings for the Abelian case
without the LPM effect.
Before closing this section, let us comment on abelian gauge bosons. Decay products of
the scalar field often include abelian gauge bosons. Even if it is not the case, decay products
in general have an abelian gauge interaction and hard primaries radiate not only non-abelian
gauge bosons but also abelian gauge bosons. These hard abelian gauge bosons can dissipate
their energies via collinear splittings of matters with t-channel enhancement (Fig. 4). There-
fore, they do not affect the above discussion.
5 Application to reheating process
In this section, let us study the implication of the result given in Eqs. (4.32) to the reheating
process. We discuss the thermalization of decay products after and during reheating separately.
5.1 After reheating
At first, it is instructive to consider an instantaneous decay approximation for the scalar field.
In this case, the spectrum of hard primaries is approximated with a mono-spectrum one and we
can neglect effects of red-shifted previously produced particles. Actually, in the next section,
we show that the effects of previously produced particles is negligible. Let us summarize the
conditions where the produced particles thermalize much faster than the cosmic time scale.
Thermalization is completed against the expansion of the Universe if the times scale of the
thermalization is much shorter than the inverse of Hubble parameter:
1 Htsplit ∼ α−2

mφ
Mpl
3/4 Γφ
mφ
1/4
. (5.1)
Interestingly, this inequality implies that thermalization is more likely to be completed for
a smaller decay rate. Thus, in order to show that thermalization occurs instantaneously in
general, it is sufficient to discuss the largest decay rate. Since we assume that the decay of the
scalar field is well-described by the field theory in the zero temperature, the decay rate should
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be smaller than m2φ/Mpl. In this case, Eq. (5.1) reads
α m
1/2
φ
M1/2pl
= 0.002
 mφ
1013 GeV
1/2
. (5.2)
Note that the condition is severer for larger mφ. The largest mass of the scalar field which
appears in the cosmology would be the mass of an inflaton which has a convex potential. For
example, in chaotic or hybrid inflation models with convex potentials, the mass is as large as
1015 GeV [21–23]. One can easily see that unless the gauge coupling is extremely suppressed,
the decay products thermalize rather instantaneously compared with the cosmic time scale.
As we have mentioned in the introduction, this condition is much milder than that obtained
in Ref. [18], which is given by α3  (mφ/Mpl), since the growth of the soft sector promotes
the energy dissipation of hard particles.
5.2 During reheating
Then, let us discuss the effects of previously produced particles while following the evolu-
tion of the momentum distribution of radiation during reheating. As mentioned at the end
of Sec. 2, the scalar field decays gradually before the completion of reheating. Therefore pre-
viously produced particles are red-shifted, which results in the following distribution of hard
particles [Eq.(2.6)]:
fh(p)∼

 
ΓφM2pl
m3φ
!
mφ t
−1mφ
p
3/2
for (t/t i)−2/3mφ ® p ® mφ
0 for otherwise
. (5.3)
Since the number density is dominated by the hardest particles with p ∼ mφ, the soft particles
are produced dominantly from them. Hence, we can estimate the production of soft particles
in the same way as Sec. 4.2.
To avoid possible complications, we focus on the situation where the produced soft par-
ticles have enough time to thermalize against the expansion of the Universe. In order to
estimate the time after which the soft sector is expected to thermalize immediately, let us
recall the time scale tsoft th which is given by Eq. (4.25):

mφ t

soft th
∼ α−2+c/3↔ mφ tsoft th ∼ α−3
 
m3φ
ΓφM2pl
!1/2
. (5.4)
The soft sector thermalizes within the cosmic time scale for
1> tsoft thH↔ t > tsoft th. (5.5)
As discussed previously, at that time, the number density is dominated by the soft sector while
the energy density is still dominantly stored in the hard sector. Note that the production of
soft particles is already dominated by the LPM suppressed one.
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The hard particles dissipate their energy into the soft thermal plasma via multiple split-
tings. As done in the previous section, we can estimate the splitting momentum ksplit below
which a particle can deposit an order one fraction of its energy and participate in the thermal
plasma, from the criteria: ΓNALPM(ksplit)t ∼ 1. The thermal plasma is heated by the splitting of
hardest particle together with the daughter particle of the momentum ksplit, since the hardest
particles dominate the number density of hard sector. Hence the energy conservation gives
T 4∗ ∼ nhksplit with T∗ being the effective temperature of soft thermal plasma. From these equa-
tions, one finds
T∗ ∼ α4
 
ΓφM2pl
m3φ
!
mφ

mφ t

, (5.6)
ksplit ∼ α16
 
ΓφM2pl
m3φ
!3
mφ

mφ t
5
. (5.7)
Therefore, the distribution function of soft particles for t > tsoft th can be roughly parametrized
as
fs(t, p)∼


T∗
p

· · · boson or 1 · · · fermion for p < T∗
exp

− p
T∗

for T∗ < p < ksplit
α8
 
ΓφM2pl
m3φ
!5/2 
mφ t
3/2mφ
p
7/2
for ksplit < p < mφ
, (5.8)
and that of hard primaries is given by
fh(t, p)∼

 
ΓφM2pl
m3φ
!
mφ t
−1mφ
p
3/2
for (t/t i)−2/3mφ < p < mφ
0 for mφ < p.
. (5.9)
Note that the soft sector already dominates over the red-shifted hard particles below an inter-
mediate scale
kint ∼ α4
 
ΓφM2pl
m3φ
!3/4
mφ

mφ t
5/4
, (5.10)
which is larger than ksplit for t < tsplit (see below) and hence the effects of red-shifted particles
are not so relevant.
The remaining hard particles completely lose their energy when the splitting momentum
becomes comparable to the maximum momentum: ksplit ∼ mφ. Consequently, thermalization
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is completed at

mφ t

split
∼ α−16/5
 
ΓφM2pl
m3φ
!−3/5
. (5.11)
At that time, the intermediate scale also reaches the maximum momentum simultaneously:
kint|tsplit ∼ mφ. The temperature of the thermal bath at that time, which we refer to as the
maximum temperature Tmax, is given by
Tmax ∼ α4/5mφ
 
ΓφM2pl
m3φ
!2/5
. (5.12)
After t > tsplit, particles produced from the decay of the scalar field thermalize instan-
taneously, and eventually reheating is completed at trh ∼ Γ−1φ . Note that the condition for
the thermalization before reheating is completed is nothing but tsplit < trh, which results in
Eq. (5.1). Relevant time scales are summarized in Tab. 1.
Table 1: Relevant time scales.
time scale general dim 5
mφ t

soft th
α−3
 
ΓφM2pl
m3φ
!−1/2
α−3

mφ t

split
α−16/5
 
ΓφM2pl
m3φ
!−3/5
α−16/5

mφ t

rh

Γφ
mφ
−1 M2pl
m2φ
6 Conclusion and Discussions
In this paper, we have investigated the dynamics of reheating and thermalization of light par-
ticles which are produced from the perturbative decay of the scalar field, especially paying
attention to the case with a small decay width of the scalar field, such as the one given by
Planck-suppressed interactions. Since the number density is under occupied in this case, num-
ber violating splittings with small momentum exchanges and the evolution of the soft sector
play crucial roles in the dynamics towards thermal equilibrium. Importantly, the bottleneck
process is the dissipation of remaining hard particles into the soft sector as pointed out in
Refs. [19,20] in the context of QGP.
Following their arguments, we have studied thermalization after/during reheating in de-
tail, while paying attention to the red-shift of previously produced particles before the com-
pletion of reheating and to the dilution of their number density by the cosmic expansion. We
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have shown that thermalization takes place instantaneously in most cases, and also found that
red-shifted previously produced particles are not relevant since radiated soft particles domi-
nate the number density of red-shifted previously produced ones and that radiation is always
dominated by that from hardest primaries which are not red-shifted. The condition under
which produced particles thermalize before the completion of reheating is given by
α8/5 mφ
Mpl
 
ΓφM2pl
m3φ
!1/5
, (6.1)
which turns out to be much milder than that obtained in the previous work [18] because the
growth of the soft sector promotes the dissipation of remaining hard particles. As a result,
even if the mass of the scalar field is as large as 1015 GeV, it is shown that thermalization takes
place instantaneously in most cases. Our result is applicable to general situations where a
decay of a non-relativistic matter reheats the universe via a small decay width and the decay
products contain particles that are charged under a non-abelian gauge group.
Our analysis can also be applied to the instant preheating scenario [36] in which produced
light particles have small number densities compared with thermal ones. The situation is
quite similar to the case we have considered and hence our result is helpful in estimating the
time scale when non-perturbative particle production is shut off by rescatterings [37] (See
also [27]).
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